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 Do you want to learn how to survive? This is a zombie game that is as fun to play as it is to watch. Death has become the
currency of the zombie apocalypse. Infected or not, the world is going to end in 9 days, and you're the only one who can stop it.
This is a zombie game that's all about surviving. Survive in a chaotic post-apocalyptic wasteland, explore a world in which only
the strong survive, and do whatever it takes to get to the end of the day. What if you could play a zombie game like this? From
the folks who brought you the award-winning Shadowrun Returns comes a tactical post-apocalyptic zombie sandbox where you

can play however you like! Build your own strategy! Play with companions! Have your party of four decide on a formation,
strategies, and tactics! Recruit! Create a base camp with your companions! Find supplies! Buy weapons! Find a suit of
equipment with the most points! Kill zombies! Battle for survival in the endless and merciless post-apocalyptic zombie

apocalypse. Play as your own party or as a team of up to four people. The zombies are everywhere. You are the only one who
can protect your camp from zombies. Even if the majority of your players die you'll always have a way to play if one person

survives! There are several components that will play a part in your survival and leadership, these are the different skills you'll
find in the game. You can see the skills for yourself in the game, and use the skills to decide how to lead your companions and
how to survive. Use the skills to your advantage. There are six different aspects of your characters, each of which affect your
skills: Traits, Weapons, Equipment, Body, Skills, and Training. Traits: Attributes, Strength, Endurance, Wisdom, Knowledge.

These are how much things affect you. For example, being strong affects how much your Attributes will boost. It will help you
survive more, but only if you're strong enough. Weapons: You can choose from several weapons: a machete, bayonet, a shot

gun, and an RPG. The RPG has greater range than the other weapons. You can upgrade your weapons at various repair stations.
You'll find these at bases. These are similar to your base camp. You can also find ammo at ammo stations. Equipment: You'll

find weapons and armor to protect your body. There's a lot of different 520fdb1ae7
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